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Actions

Based on the exchange of experience and learning outcomes from participation in EU
INTERREG CLUSTERS3 project (phase 1: 2016−18) the following recommendations are
made for the period o f Phase 2: 2018−2020.

IDENTIFICATION & ENABLING OF CLUSTER COLLABORATION

1. Identify collaborative RIS3 opportunities in Fl&Is
2. Support the development o f a collaborative platform
3. Establish a new Collaborative Development Programme with 3 pilot RIS3

collaborations
4. Support entrepreneurial education ensuring the development of

collaborative RIS3 learning

II. FINANCIAL SUPPORT FOR CLUSTER COLLABORATION
1. Ensure longer−term commitment of collaborative support
2. Develop financing mechanisms for the new pilot programme
3. Continue with membership o f the I C I Network

III. CLUSTER INTERNATIONALISATION
1. Foster RIS3 collaborative internalisation strategies
2. Investigate an International Cluster Exchange around RIS3 opportunities
3. Support the European Cluster Collaborative Platform
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Part I I − POLICY CONTEXT

The Action Plan aims to impact Investment for Growth and Jobs programme

The name of the policy instrument addressed is:

"SME Competitiveness priority in support o f Growth & Jobs within the Scottish

European Regional Development Fund Programme 2014−2020."

The Scottish Government is the managing agent for Scottish Structural Funds

programmes and is the policy lead for business internationalisation and innovation.

The Government is also Leading on the Scottish approach to Smart Specialisation.

Highlands and Islands Enterprise (HIE) is the Scottish Government's economic and

community development agency for the north o f Scotland. HIE is a lead body for the

delivery of structural funds activity and manages delivery o f a EUROS 29 million (to

end 2018) programme of support. HIE works in close partnership with the Scottish

Government and other stakeholders to develop, administer and manage structural

fund programmes in the region. As well as being a strategic delivery body, HIE is also

represented on structural funds governance committees.

HIE's Cluster3 objectives are (from the original application form):

1. Understand how HIE can build clusters in a rural region with a dispersed

business base.

2. Understand where HIE can improve the targeting o f the investment on those

subsectors within the identified growth sectors that have clear

opportunities.

3. Implement new measures to support greater levels o f collaboration,

resulting in access to new markets.

4. Refine HIE's internationalisation and innovation support in response to
learning from the project.

5. Improve policy aimed at increasing levels o f innovation, internationalisation

and support to SMEs, both broadening (more businesses) and deepening

(more intensive) business activity.



Part I I I − DETAILS OF THE ACTIONS ENVISAGED

ACTION 1. Understand how HIE can build clusters in a rural region with a
dispersed business base.

1. The Background
Main findings o f the Peer Review, Inverness, May 2017 −facilitated by cluster experts I fo rFfowcs−Williams,

Cluster Navigation, New Zealand & Joan Marti. Barcelona, Catalonia.

The Peer Review methodology allowed for an open learning environment where

practical and theoretical aspects were discussed with a wide group o f participants

including HIE management, policy officers, industry groups, university academics and

industry experts. In some of the key workshops, we learnt how to build successful

clusters for optimum competitiveness and which pit−falls to look out for.

HIE region has a history o f partnership working (often in small locations such as island

communities e.g. Orkney, Shetland etc) and HIE are keen to build on this way of

working. I t was particularly interesting to hear European examples o f good practice

e.g. Catalonia and global examples e.g. Ocean Innovation Centre in Halifax Nova

Scotia. The process also highlighted a number o f recommendations (Ffows−Williams.

Marti 2017):

"HIE has considerable potential for cluster development in most o f the key growth

sectors and is 'spoilt for choice' in areas to specialise in."

"Need to stop thinking about top−down approach so much and start to encourage a
bottom−up approach."

"This project provides a good opportunity to initiate a Cluster Development

Programme as a pilot which should follow an entrepreneurial approach as opposed to

getting stuck with "paralysis−by−analysis" on data and reports."

2. Action

AI.1 Identify RIS3 cluster collaboration opportunities

HIE will identity at least 3 R153 cluster collaboration opportunities within the region

utilising the Lessons learnt from Clusters3 Phase 1. To start this identification process,
HIE carried out a wide screening exercise and commissioned a research report on



identifying clusters in H&I region (Reid & Leon 2017). In addition, an Entrepreneurial

Discovery Process with our key stakeholders will be used for this identification.

A1.2 Support the development o f a cluster platform

HIE will develop a cluster platform to provide a space for effective interactions

between all the various 'actors' for these 3 new collaborations. I t will be based on the

purpose of bringing people from various industries and services together. There are
several ways HIE will support this ptatform (and it wilt be the C3 Stakeholders who will

decide): creating a website or a virtuat place to communicate, by organizing local think

tanks, visits or regular meeting places or a combination o f some/all o f them.

3.Players involved (please indicate the organisations in the region who are involved

in the development and implementation o f the action and explain their role)

• Highlands and Islands Enterprise Regional and Area Offices − as responsible for

the coordination and delivery o f regional innovation and business support
• Industry Groups − helps to define networking needs

1 University o f Highlands and Islands (UHI), SRUC, CfHS − as academic actors to
bring innovative approach

• Clusters3 Stakeholder Group − as responsible for the C3 outputs.

4.Timeframe

• April 2018 − August 2018

5.Costs (if relevant)

• Management meeting costs: the venue is provided by HIE, stakeholder

involvement is free, small catering costs

• Marketing budget to promote cluster platform

6.Funding sources
• HIE



ACTION 2. Understand where HIE can improve the targeting of the investment on
those subsectors within the identified growth sectors that have clear

opportunities on a global scale.

1. The Background
Main findings from Reid & Leon report Cluster Mapping o f Highlands and Islands (2017)and from Project

partner Invest Northern Ireland.

HIE initiated a cluster mapping analysis fo r the

Highlands and Islands in 2017 (Reid & Leon

2017). I t explored the relative specialisation of

the Highlands and Islands economy from

several perspectives. The objective was to

develop a comparative understanding o f the

composition and performance o f the economy
compared to the rest o f the Scottish economy
•and selected European regions. The list of

specialisation cluster potentials (see table 1)

are listed as the basis for the selection o f S3

clusters. Clusters with higher potentials were
distinguished between clusters with

distinction potentials, clusters with existing

competences and additional clusters with

special opportunities to further develop.

Table 1: Cluster potentials in the
Highlands and Islands
Clusters with distinction potential

• Wave and tidal energy
• Aquaculture and marine

products

• Engineering services for harsh
environments

Clusters o f competence
• Adventure tourism, including

marine

• Premium food products

• Textile and design
Clusters o f opportunity

• Natural products

• Forest−based industries

• Environmental services

• Digital healthcare and devices
Based on current employment figures not entrepreneurial
or innovative opportunity.

2. Action

A2.1 Establish a new pilot Collaborative Development Programme with 3 cluster

projects once the identification process has occurred

There has been exce[tent progress made in collaboration between partners located at

Inverness Campus', The :7,0−Location of HIE, UHT, SRLIC, commercial businesses and

the proximity of Raiymore Hospital and the Centre for Health Sciences (OfHS) has

1 The Campus is a 215−acre capital investment project on the east side of Inverness I t opened in May
2015 and hosts amongst others, the new Inverness College UHI building, HIE, the University o f the
Highlands and Islands (UHI), Scotland's Rural College (SRUC) and private businesses. I t is one of
HIE's most significant capital investment projects and is intended to 'create an outstanding
environment which is a stimulating and enjoyable place to live, learn and work; a place for exchange of
knowledge, creativity, and development o f new ideas; and a welcoming place, safe, accessible to the
wider community as well as Campus users.'



seen a greater degree of joint working. The scope for increased collaboration, in terms

of activities and partners, is significant and will be evidenced in the new 5 year
Inverness Campus Strategy 2018−2023.

A2.2 Support entrepreneurial education ensuring the development o f collaborative
RIS3 teaming

HIE will action talks with the local universities and colleges to work towards a
stronger, RIS3 collaborative education offer and experience to under−graduate and

post−graduate students. In addition, i t is important to make RIS3 education available

for the business community (both start−up and scale−up).

3.Players involved (please indicate the organisations in the region who are involved

in the development and implementation o f the action and explain their role

1 University o f Highlands and Islands, and all other university and training

provider − as responsible for education delivery

1 Highlands and Islands Enterprise Regional− as responsible for the coordination

and delivery o f regional innovation and business support
1 Industry Groups of HIE region
1 C3 Stakeholder Group
1 Campus Partnership Forum

4.Timeframe

1 June 2018 − June 2021

5.Costs (if relevant)

I Management costs for initial planning meetings
1 Training costs for an external RIS3 Cluster Trainer Provider to assist with

cluster training for key stakeholders, including business, govt and academia
b.Funding sources

1 HIE



ACTION 3. Implement new measures to support greater levels o f collaboration,

resulting in access t o new markets.

1. The Background

Main findings from partner Piedmont region in which they attract new companies to support
collaborative RED activities for the development o f new technologies, new products and services
which results in access to new markets

Regione Piemonte are the public authority implementing a good practice measure
whose aim is to support R&D activities developed by companies based in their region

who are still not members o f their regional Innovation Clusters but who plan to join

them. According to their S3 sectors, the measure supports innovative projects in the

following sectors:

Smart Products and

Manufacturing
Energy and Clean

Technology

Agri−food

ICT − Internet o f Things:

Business Intelligence

Product or process
innovation

Textiles

Big Data (Cloud; Web and

Mobile; Social Enterprise;

Digital Security)

Innovation in agricultural

machinery

Life Sciences

Robotics for surgery

The project duration is 24 months and registration to one o f the regional Innovation

Clusters for successful candidates is mandatory. This is a good example o f work that

produces successful outcomes for all parties whilst pushing new innovation.

2. Action

A3.1 Ensure longer−term commitment for collaborative development

The Inverness Campus has created the environment for collaboration and the

opportunities presented as a result are perceived as a key attractor to businesses
Locating on the site. Collaboration between triple helix actors is leading to innovations

in the delivery of health and well−being. But collaboration doesn't just happen. There

is a lead−in time for relationship building and developing ideas. To collaborate

effectively. organisations must have a good understanding o f potential collaborators

and start to build the relationship in order to generate ideas and work together. HIE



will present learnings from 03 Phase 1 project to HIE Leadership Team, HIE EU Board

Group and the Campus Collaborative Group with an attempt to gain commitment for

longer−term collaborative development within the HIE region. This will include funding

for a Cluster (Collaboration) Development Programme. managed by a Cluster

(Collaborative) Development Manager.

A3.2 Develop financing mechanisms for new pilot collaborative programme
HIE will compile a comprehensive compilation of financing types representing

collaborative, cross−disciplinary and team−based funding opportunities before

approaching HIE Leadership Team to request funding for the gap.
A3.3 Continue with membership of the I C I Network

HIE will participate in additional TCI membership services in order to make the most
from the membership of this professional network of experts. The 03 Stakeholder

Group will investigate the options available, which will include: to undertake mentoring

for at least 2 collaborative actors. a Peer Review and attendance at TCI international
conferences for 4 people each year
3. Players involved (please indicate the organisations in the region who are involved

in the development and implementation o f the action and explain their role)

• Highlands and Islands Enterprise Regional

• Inverness Campus Collaborative

• TCI Network − Cluster Initiative Database

I C3 Stakeholder Group

4. Timeframe

• March 2018 − December 2020

5. Costs (if relevant)

• TCI inclusive costs − t o be costed

• Development Programme and Development Manager − to be costed for LT

Paper

6. Funding sources
I HIE



ACTION 4. Refine HIE's internationalisation and innovation support in response
t o learning f rom the project.

1. The Background
Main findings from Interregional Workshop Riga, September 2017 − Lessons learnt from Dr Christian

Ketels & from the TCI European Conference, Sofia 2018

Collaboration does not come easily to many businesses. This may have its roots in the

competitive nature o f the market place. However, getting early success innon−threatening

arenas is a building block for bigger successes. Surviving in today's

economy, the knowledge era, is all about speed, flexibility, adaptability, quality,

innovation, networks and critical mass. This new style o f doing business demands a
team 'cluster' approach at a local level.

A t the European TCI Conference in Sofia (March 2018) we heard from a successful

internationalisation case study − the Bulgarian Furniture Cluster. The Bulgarian

Furniture Cluster is a national based business organisation, established in 2008. The

cluster consists o f 22 SME furniture manufacturers, 5 design studios, 2 NGOs and 2

educational institutions who decided to join resources, capabilities and potential with

the purpose o f increasing their competitiveness in foreign markets. The Cluster

developed as a result o f the confluence o f the first EU Pilot Cluster project in Bulgaria

2005/6. They now sell furniture around the world.

urnitureclusterb co

2. Action

A4.1 Foster RIS3 collaborative cluster internationalisation strategies

HIE will cooperate in the design and irn lementat ion o f RIS3 involving hared

knowledge, coordination and exploited synergies with RIS3 initiatives in other

countries and regions. Inter−regional and trans−national collaboration is a key

component o f R I N I Cooperation with others and outwards looking helps HIE to

understand the competitive position o f our region with regard to others and to
identify its position within global value chains..

3. Players involved (please indicate the organisations in the region who are involved

in the development and implementation o f the action and explain their role)



1 The European Cluster Observatory − provides data and analysis on clusters and

cluster policy in Europe.

I EU Cluster Portal

1 The Innovation Policy Platform − cluster policies a web portal by the OECD

and the World Bank

1 Highlands and Islands Enterprise Regional and Area Offices − as responsible for

the coordination and delivery o f regional innovation and business support
1 Industry Groups o f HIE region

1 University o f Highlands and Islands, and other research centres

4. Timeframe

I March 2018 − December 2020

5. Costs (if relevant)

I Meeting and travel costs − to be costed

6. Funding sources
v HIE



ACTION 5. An improvement in the policy aimed to increase levels of innovation
and internationalisation and support to SMEs. both broadening (more businesses)

and deepening (more intensive) business activity.

1. The Background

Main findings from Macro region−Baltic Sea Region common approach for supporting the
internationalisation of SMEs through cluster initiatives Government of Latvia (partner)
Latvia's Innovation Express projects have successfully addressed SM Es' key barriers

to internationalisation and provided helpful internationalisation support. Both SMEs

and cluster organisations reported several positive outcomes from the projects. Most

respondents indicated that Innovation Express projects were good for mobilizing "first

steps" in internationalisation − providing new knowledge and contacts, as well as
helping companies identify relevant opportunities on which to act. SME respondents

viewed knowledge sharing and opportunity identification (71%). and access to new
partners and broadened networks (65%) as the main results from Innovation Express

projects. Even though Innovation Express projects are short − focusing on initial

mobilisation and exploratory activities, around 15% of SME respondents indicated that

projects also resulted in the initiation o f longer−term research and innovation

collaboration or commercial contracts.

2. Action

A5.1 Investigate the potential to develop an International Cluster Exchange

around RI53 opportunities

HIE will network with NORA (Northern Rim Collaboration) for collaboration

opportunities around the North Atlantic regions/countries

HIE will actively network with TCI members

HIE will actively maintain networking with C3 partners
A5.2 Supporting the European Cluster Collaborative Platform

HIE will encourage 6 Highlands and Islands Clusters to create a profile in the ECCP

and we will actively seek opportunities for international collaboration. (It is very
important to keep strong links with Scotland Europa in Brussels so we can maintain

networks after March 2019 when the UK [caves the EU,

3. Players involved (please indicate the organisations in the region who are involved

in the development and implementation of the action and explain their role)



1 NORA (North Atlantic Collaboration) − Faroes, Greenland, Iceland, Coastal

Norway coordinated by Nordic Council for Ministers

I SDI (Scottish Development International) − SME exporting portal

I Scotland Europa − EU office for European connections and communications

I Highlands and Islands Enterprise Regional− as responsible for the coordination

and delivery o f regional innovation and business support

4. Timeframe

I March 2018 − December 2019

5. Costs (if relevant)

I Management costs, including meetings and venues
6. Funding sources

I HIE



Part IV − MONITORING PROCESS

Main findings were from Interregional Workshop Inverness June 2017− A presentation by TCI (partner)

Evaluation Working group members Emily Wise, Lund University Sweden & James Wilson, Orkestra

Duesto Business School, Basque Country and SPRI, (partner) Basque Country

The Basque Country presentation at the IW workshop gave an interesting perspective

on why they evaluate cluster policy and managing it for the benefit o f sustainable,

long−term, positive public policy interventions. The reasons they gave for monitoring

and evaluation o f cluster policy was (1) Accountability, good governance and

transparency and (2) learning for future actions and continuous improvement. They

stressed the need for adjusting and re−designing programmes and interventions and

all findings systemically communicated and discussed with key stakeholders. I t is an
ongoing management tool process which optimally allocates scarce public resources
in order to maximize the impact.

HIE will monitor the implementation o f the actions defined in this Action Plan to see
the progress and determine the impact of the collaboration, HIE will check how the

measures introduced are implemented and what results are experienced when actions

are completed.

Stakeholders will continue the mutual learning process during the implementation

phase of the Action Plan,

HIE will stay active during the monitoring phase:

1 3−monthly check o f the different actions

1 Regular contact will be ensured with involved stakeholders in case o f each

action

1 Short evaluation report (max 2 pages) will be complied including the efforts

done and the results achieved when an action is completed

1 Final monitoring form will be compiled by the end o f Phase 2 including all actions

completed, results achieved and impact on policy addressed

1 A t the end o f each year HIE will take part in interregional project meeting to

discuss the regions achievements

1 To efficiently monitor the implementation o f the actions defined, the following

indicators have been set up. as shown in following table.



Action Output indicator Result indicator

A1.1 Identify RI53 cluster

collaboration

opportunities

HIE will. identify at least

3 RI33 cluster

collaboration

opportunities

Achievements of clusters

41.2 Support the development

of a cluster platform

HIE will develop a
cluster platform to

provide a space for

effective interactions

between all the actors
for new collaborations

Create a website or a
virtual place to

communicate, or
organise visits or regular

meeting places or a
combination of some/all

OF them.

A2.1 Establish a new pilot

Collaborative

Development

Programme

3 cluster initiatives to be

developed by a Clusters

Development Manager

once the identification

Record cluster outcomes

le what was achieved

together

process has occur ued

A2.2 Support entrepreneurial
education a training

HIE will action talks with

the local universities

and colleges to work

towards a stronger,

RIS3 and cluster

education offer

Increase in

Cluster/collaboration

teaching and learning and

training programmes

A3.1 Ensure longer−term

commitment for

collaborative

development

HIE will present

lemmings from C3 Phase

1 project to HIE

Leadership Team. HIE EU

Board Group and the

Campus Collaborative

with an attempt to gain

commitment forlonger−term

collaborative

A commitment recorded

as evidence from one of

the

management/leadership

groups



− development within the

HIE region.

A3.2 Develop financing

mechanisms for new pilot

collaborative programme

HIE will compile a
comprehensive

compilation o f financing

types representing

collaborative.cross−disciplinary
andteam−based

opportunities before

approaching HIE

Leadership Team to

request funding

Research external

funding opportunities to

develop the programme
in the future

A3.3 Continue with

membership o f the TCI

Network and enhance

The C3 Stakeholder

Group will investigate

the options available,

which will include: to

undertake mentoring

for at least 2

collaborative actors, a
Peer Review and

attendance a t TCI

in temational

conferences for

people each year.

Results will include 2

enhanced learners, a
number o f regional

improvements in

collaboration and 4

attendees at TCI

conference whereby they

would have increased

their networking and

learning.

A4.I Foster PI53 collaborative

cluster

internationalisation

strategies

HIE will cooperate in

RI53 involved in sharing

knowledge,

coordination and

exploited synergies with

RI53 initiatives in other

countries and regions.

An increase in

international value chains



A5.1 Investigate the potential HIE will network with HIE joins NORA network
to develop an neighbouring regions HIE continues with TCI
International Cluster NORA (Northern Rim
Exchange around RIS3 Collaboration) for membership

opportunities collaboration
opportunities around
the North Atlantic

HIE attends all C3 events

HIE will actively
network with ICI
members and cluster
groups

HIE will actively
maintain networking
with C3 partners

A5.2 Supporting the European HIE will encourage 6 Increased business and

Cluster Collaborative Highlands and Islands networks from profile

Platform Clusters to create a
profile in the ECCP and

we will actively seek

opportunities for

international

collaboration.



Part V − CONCLUSIONS

Clusters can be viewed as key drivers o f competitiveness and innovation and thus of

growth and jobs. RIS3 is a very SMART acronym telling us that regional development

is going to take place in a manner that builds on location, regional research and

production strengths, that will involve all the key actors from business, research,

government and other civil bodies. I t says research and production strengths is

important and that clustering and entrepreneurship are both priorities as important

objectives.

The available evidence presented through the EC clearly shows that clusters are
significantly related to prosperity and that enterprises benefit from a cluster policy.

More than 2000 clusters have been statistically identified in Europe by the European

Cluster Observatory.

Learnings presented suggest that H&Is economic geography provide a suitable

environment for successful cluster initiatives. Areas o f smart specialisation

opportunity are shown in blue growth, tourism, premium foods, textiles, forest−based

industries and healthcare. I t is recommended HIE establishes a Cluster Development

Programme as a pilot for a minimum of 3 years with 3 collaborative projects. An

approach to learn 'by−doing' should be taken. One international cluster has been

instigated through NORA (North Atlantic Cooperation) and this builds on the links

made at the Interregional Conference in Riga. Latvia whereby the Nordic Council for

M insters hosted the CLUSTERS3 evening event. An international Exchange Visit should

be scoped out to continue this conversation around a North Atlantic Marine Economy

Cluster. The North Atlantic Rim (Faroes non−Eu, Iceland in EEA, Norway in EEA.

Greenland in EU) provides an ideal opportunity to learn from successful clusters in

Iceland and Norway, as well as making wider connections and opening new markets.




